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1 Introduction
With the advent of widespread multi- and many-core sys-
tems, four- and eight-core processor configurations have
become common to the desktop and rack both. The
snooping schemes of broadcast-based shared memories
rapidly cease to scale with even low numbers of proces-
sors, reducing the interconnection media to a chirm of
broadcasts and arbitrations and weathering caches with
storms of invalidations. The ubiquitous high-performance
MIMD machines of the future, and today’s enterprise-
class multiprocessors, will require flexible switched in-
terconnects to implement their memory hierarchies and
facilitate communication between memories, processors,
and memory controllers.
Numerous interconnection methodologies have been

suggested, primary among them the meshes, the k-ary n-
cubes, and the highly indirect Omega, Delta and Fourier
networks. Completion of our distributed memory sim-
ulator, following Project 1’s modeling of caches and
Project 2’s modeling of a directory for shared mem-
ory, necessitated the addition of a switched interconnect.
An incompletely-connected 2-dimensional mesh topol-
ogy making use of pipelined switches, dimension-based
route selection, and wormhole routing was implemented.
Our simulator supports parameterization of its virtual
channel count, flit length, and virtual channel buffer depth
in addition to the cache parameters of earlier projects.
Choice of a 2-dimensional mesh shaped our results, ef-

forts and design; within this report, we explore the trade-
offs involved in this interconnection topology and its un-
derlying properties.

2 Properties of 2D Meshes
Two-dimensional meshes are well-suited for current inte-
grated circuit fabrication technology, as well as Network-
on-Chip solutions. Should three-dimensional fabrication
enter the mainstream, their mathematical properties can
be trivially generalized into higher dimensions. The mesh
approach prescribes a quadrilateral (preferably square)
geometry, a.k.a. the Cartesian planar mesh; this form
minimizes the maximum hop count for a mesh of Z nodes,
where Z is a product of two positive integers M and N.
The bandwidth between nodes is typically constant, and
has been thus modeled in our simulator; it is possible that,
due to their anisotropic topology (in contrast with, for in-
stance, a 2D torus), bandwidth might be worth maximiz-
ing in the central lattices and minimizing at the corners1.

Broadcasting on a mesh is simple, due to the obvious
enumerations suggested by their row-column nature (as
opposed to, for instance, a completely connected inter-
connect among five nodes (the ”full star” topology)), their
lack of closed linear loops (such as those of a torus or
ring), and a lack of major bottlenecks owing to rectilinear
symmetry (as opposed to, say, a hierarchal tree topology).
It can be shown that the addition of a single bit to message
headers facilitates broadcasting.

Meshes inherit from their topology properties affecting
maximum hop count, latency, power consumption, bisec-
tional bandwidth, and aggregate bandwidth. Most strik-

1Random traffic, assuming a fixed amount of bandwidth available to
a Cartesian planar mesh, would make most efficient use of that band-
width were it distributed in relation to a node pair’s path distance from
the corners.
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ing, at least compared to other methodologies, is the wide
variance between average- and wost-case hop counts, and
the resulting spread of latencies. In the worst case of one
corner of the mesh communicating with the far corner, a
full M + N hops must be traversed, assuming no failed
nodes along the path. This maximum hop count might
make the mesh topology unusable were it not for the ad-
vent of wormhole routing as a successor to the store-and-
forward method; wormhole routing’s positive effect upon
latency makes the mesh much more attractive.

Task and data migrations can be employed to bring
those processes and data which generate inter-processor
traffic closer together, further reducing the impact of
a mesh’s high maximum latency. Furthermore, initial
scheduling effecting localization of communicating pro-
cesses (and as a secondary weight, placing isolated pro-
cesses along the mesh perimeter, where bandwidth is least
dense. The corollary, of course, is to place communica-
tive processes closer to the central lattice of the mesh,
where bandwidth is densest). This contraindicates a sec-
ondary goal of multicore scheduling and migrations, that
of spreading tasks widely across the physical volume with
the goal of reducing local thermal maxima and maximiz-
ing contiguous regions suitable for power saving steps
such as sleep states, voltage stepdown or frequency re-
duction.

Especially due to the performance benefits of local-
izing schedulers and migrations, this latter issue seems
a reasonable tradeoff. In some circumstances, however,
thermal and electrical properties might carry great impor-
tance. The mesh topology can be adapted to improve de-
localized performance, while retaining some performance
benefits, by noting that two different neighborhoods are at
work for each node – the physical neighborhood, with a
continuous metric specified by the Euclidean distance be-
tween nodes (and having as its maximum the length of the
volume’s diagonal), and the routing neighborhood, with a
discrete metric specified by hop count (and having as its
maximum the graph’s diameter). The delay introduced by
a hop will usually be substantially greater than that in-
troduced by wiring the corresponding length alone – total
propagation delay can be expected to remain roughly con-
stant, while the hop will add processing, queueing, and
transmission delay in proportion to any buffering used.
Thus, if deplanarization of the mesh and inequality in wire

length is not an issue 2, a deplanarized Cartesian mesh
could efficiently spread out heat and cut down on power
while adding no new wires3.

Each switch implements a full (local) crossbar; to-
gether with the quadrilateral geometry of the mesh, this
results in Z ∗ 2O(dimension) links throughout the intercon-
nect. The extraordinary cost, power and space require-
ments of crossbars are well-known, and a full cross-
bar interconnect would have grown exponentially with Z
(the dimension (here 2) being the base of this exponent).
The crossbar-switched mesh does not, however, bear this
heavy monetary cost, growing only linearly with the ad-
dition of nodes. The costs in terms of volume and power,
however, remain, though it is worth noting that nodes can
likely be more easily and precisely powered down than
sections of a crossbar fabric, thus allowing for improve-
ments in power consumption when a system’s less than
fully utilized.

Meshes are highly resistant to isolated failures, due to a
minimum node degree equivalent to the number of dimen-
sions (it is the corner nodes which suffer this ignominy).
They remain similarly staunch in the face of spherical
volumetric failures, but robustness suffers in proportion
to a failure area’s versine and havertangent4. As eccen-
tricity of a large failure volume grows, it may eventually
partition the network, leaving two or more disconnected
graphs incapable of communicating. A fully eccentric
(linear) failure spanning the mesh (ie, a complete row-
like or column-like failure) is sufficient to perform this
disconnection5

3 Tradeoffs of 2D Meshes

The theory of higher-dimensional meshes was explored
in Section 2 to depth suitable for this report; let us now

2For a two dimensional mesh, this means crossing wires; for any
number of dimensions, deplanarization means the maximum distance
between two wires of neighboring nodes will no longer be minimized,
as it is in a planar mesh.

3Longer wires would have negative impact on propagation delays
and required transmission power. If a universal clock is used, frequency
might also be impacted due to longer skew time.

4Or increased prolation/oblation of a failure volume, of course.
5Formally, a mesh of D dimensions is killed by a D−1-dimensional

failure spanning (forming a basis of) the subspace. Thus, a mesh’s ro-
bustness is drastically improved with number of dimensions.
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compare meshes, particularly two-dimensional meshes, to
other interconnects. This section assumes planar Carte-
sian meshes unless otherwise stated.

3.1 Meshes and Buses

A bus (not a circular bus, aka a ring) is merely a singly-
dimensional mesh. It is worth noting that all but antipo-
dal nodes of a bus must be able to transmit in both di-
rections (corresponding to the 2O(dimensions) of Section
2), while nodes of a ring could reach all nodes in one di-
rection (with, to be sure, negative impacts on average and
maximum hop counts), representing a cost. In contrast,
a mesh can get by (maintain complete communication)
with a minimum of one link between neighboring rows
and columns. This is a special case of Section 2’s relation
of mesh robustness to dimension. Similarly, failure of any
but an antipodal node immediately bisects a bus6.
Other comments regarding meshes still apply, espe-

cially regarding distribution along perimeters (poles) and
through the central lattice (midsegment). Operating only
in one dimension, and providing only one path between
nodes, buses are very prone to switch stalls. The two-
dimensional mesh can be seen as a ”sweet spot” be-
tween the performance-starved bus and the complications
of three dimensional meshes.

3.2 Meshes and Toroids

Meshes are closely related to toroids in the correspond-
ing number of dimensions, and their comparison is in-
structive. Toroids eliminate the border implicit in a
mesh’s definition, linking the corresponding nodes of op-
posite perimeters. The non-orientable result is the two-
dimensional extension of a ring, and has interesting prop-
erties relative to a mesh. Diameter remains

�
(N), but

the diameter no longer determines the maximum path
length (and thus hop count); a maximum of N/2 ∗M/2
hops need be traversed in an undamaged N ∗M-rectilinear
torus. Bisectional bandwidth is twice that of the mesh,
and paths enjoy much more redundancy (minimum redun-

6Polysectionings-at-a-stroke cannot arise from simultaneous con-
tiguous failure of bus-connected nodes, as they can in a mesh. This is
hardly an argument for buses, but an interesting point – decentralization
as a robust recovery from failures can be simpler for buses than meshes.

dancy remains proportional to minimum degree, which is
increased in D dimensions from D to 2D.

Toroids are no panacea. Two-dimensional toruses can-
not be implemented without wire crossings in three di-
mensions7. Toruses of more than one dimension cannot
be implemented without varying wire lengths, and the
problems that come with them (see Section 2).

4 Results and Analysis
We measured average message latency for sev-
eral traces, parameterized across virtual channel
count, flit length, and virtual channel buffer depth.

Varying the number of virtual channels had a tremendous
impact on average latency, but only through a pair of
channels. Beyond 2, there was little improvement. Extra
virtual channels can only improve performance when
messages are delayed due to contention, corresponding to
stalls in the Switch-Allocate state of our pipelined routers.
Were the simulation to lack wormhole routing or pipelin-
ing, extra virtual channels would be much more useful.

7For analysis of other dimensions, turn to any topology textbook.


